[Applications of numerical simulation in musculoskeletal research and its impact on orthopedic surgery].
Finite element analyses (FEA) as well as multibody system dynamics (MSD) are the main tools used for numerical simulation in the field of musculoskeletal research. While FEA is utilized for field problems, such as calculation of stress and strain distribution, MSD is applied for solving kinematic analyses, such as calculation of muscle and joint forces. Depending on the focus of investigation, modelling of biological tissue may vary from simple homogeneous behavior to modelling biochemical processes on the microscale and nanoscale. An important milestone in biomechanical research was the analysis of stress shielding, which led to further research on bone remodelling. Various models of implant-bone fixation used for the prediction of micromotion have been published. New possibilities for biomechanical analyses are achieved by consideration of complex muscle forces which are generated by MSD simulation and imported into FEA models as limiting conditions. A numerical model always requires experimental validation. If the results are confirmed experimentally, various advantages of numerical simulation apply and problems can be analysed isolated from many influencing factors. Therefore, straightforward parameter variation is possible, enabling studies which would be impossible in an experimental or clinical setup.